We report the first measurement of the target single-spin asymmetry, Ay, in quasi-elastic scattering from the inclusive reaction 3 He ↑ (e, e ) on a 3 He gas target polarized normal to the lepton scattering plane. Assuming time-reversal invariance, this asymmetry is strictly zero for one-photon exchange. A non-zero Ay can arise from the interference between the one-and two-photon exchange processes which is sensitive to the details of the sub-structure of the nucleon. An experiment recently completed at Jefferson Lab yielded asymmetries with high statistical precision at Q 2 = 0.13, 0.46 and 0.97 GeV 2 . These measurements demonstrate, for the first time, that the 3 He asymmetry
We report the first measurement of the target single-spin asymmetry, Ay, in quasi-elastic scattering from the inclusive reaction 3 He ↑ (e, e ) on a 3 He gas target polarized normal to the lepton scattering plane. Assuming time-reversal invariance, this asymmetry is strictly zero for one-photon exchange. A non-zero Ay can arise from the interference between the one-and two-photon exchange processes which is sensitive to the details of the sub-structure of the nucleon. An experiment recently completed at Jefferson Lab yielded asymmetries with high statistical precision at Q 2 = 0. 13 is clearly non-zero and negative with a statistical significance of (8) (9) (10) σ. Using measured protonto-3 He cross-section ratios and the effective polarization approximation, neutron asymmetries of −(1-3)% were obtained. The neutron asymmetry at high Q 2 is related to moments of the Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs). Our measured neutron asymmetry at Q 2 = 0.97 GeV 2 agrees well with a prediction based on two-photon exchange using a GPD model and thus provides a new, independent constraint on these distributions. Elastic and inelastic form factors, extracted from electron-nucleon scattering data, provide invaluable information on nucleon structure. In most cases the scattering cross sections are dominated by one-photon exchange. Contributions from two-photon exchange are suppressed relative to the one-photon exchange contribution but are important in certain processes.
One observable that is exactly zero for one-photon exchange is the target-normal single-spin asymmetry (SSA), A y , which is the focus of this experiment. When two-photon exchange is included, A y can be non-zero. As shown in Fig. 1 the two photons form a loop that contains the nucleon intermediate state which has an elastic contribution that is calculable [1] , and an inelastic contribution that must be modeled. This makes the two-photon exchange process sensitive to the details of nucleon structure and provides a powerful new tool for testing model predictions.
Recently, A y for the neutron ( 3 He) was measured to be non-zero and negative at the 2.89σ level for deep-inelastic scattering [2] . Two-photon-exchange contributions are also important when extracting the proton elastic form factor G p E (Q 2 ) from measured data. Values extracted from Rosenbluth separation of cross section data differ markedly from those extracted from polarization-transfer measurements [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . A GPD-based model prediction for the two-photon exchange contributions reduced the discrepancy by ∼ 50% for Q 2 ≥ 1GeV 2 [1] . This same model also predicts A y ∼ −2% at Q 2 = 1 GeV 2 . A measurement of A y is thus an independent test of the GPD model in the absence of a large contribution from one-photon exchange.
FIG. 1.
In inclusive electron scattering a non-zero targetnormal SSA can arise due to interference between one-(left) and two-(right) photon exchange. Here N is the nucleon with incident and outgoing 4-momenta p and p , respectively, and l is the lepton with incident and outgoing 4-momenta k and k , respectively. The intermediate nucleon state, represented by the black oval, includes both elastic and inelastic contributions and is thus sensitive to the structure of the nucleon.
Consider the elastic scattering of an unpolarized electron from a target nucleon with spin S, oriented perpendicular (transversely polarized) to the incident electron 3-momentum k, and normalized such that | S| = 1. Requiring conservation of both the electromagnetic current and parity, the differential cross section, dσ, for the inclusive (e, e ) reaction is written as [8] [9] [10] 
where k is the 3-momentum of the scattered electron, and dσ U U and dσ U T are the cross sections for an unpolarized electron scattered from an unpolarized and transversely polarized target, respectively. Our choice of coordinates is shown in Fig. 2 with the angle φ S between the lepton plane and S. The +ŷ direction is parallel to the vector k × k and corresponds to φ S = 90
• . We define the target SSA as
By measuring A U T at φ S = π/2 one can extract the quantity
, which is the SSA for a target polarized normal to the lepton plane.
For one-photon exchange we can write
, where M 1γ is the one-photon exchange amplitude and Re (Im) stands for the real (imaginary) part. However, time-reversal invariance requires that M 1γ be real and so at order α 2 , dσ U U can be non-zero, but dσ U T must be zero [8] . When one includes the (complex) two-photon exchange amplitude, M 2γ , the contribution to the asymmetry from the interference between one-and two-photon exchange amplitudes is dσ U T ∝ Im(M 1γ M * 2γ ) which can be non-zero at order α 3 . Using the formalism of Ref. [1] , we can write
2 ) −1 and M is the mass of the nucleon. In the lab frame, E, E and θ are the incident and scattered energies, and scattering angle, of the electron, respectively. The G E and G M are the Sachs form factors and σ R is the unpolarized cross section. The terms δG E , δG M andF 3 are additional complex contributions that arise when two-photon exchange is included. They are exactly zero for one-photon exchange. For the neutron, unlike the proton, G E << G M so that Eq. (3) is dominated by the term proportional to G M . Note that the unpolarized cross section and polarization transfer observables depend on the real parts of δG E , δG M and
For Q 2 ≥ 1 GeV 2 the two-photon contributions to Eq. (3) were estimated using weighted moments of the GPDs, H q , E q andH q , for a quark q [1] . For lower Q 2 , A y can be estimated using model fits of nucleon resonance and pion production data [6, 11] . However, there are no predictions in the kinematic range of this experiment. The only existing measurement was made on the proton at SLAC in 1970 [12] . They measured asymmetries at Q 2 = 0.38, 0.59 and 0.98 GeV 2 that were consistent with zero at the ∼ 10 −2 level. There has never been a corresponding measurement on the neutron. This paper presents the results of Jefferson Lab experiment E05-015, which measured A y by scattering unpolarized electrons from 3 He nuclei polarized normal to the electron scattering plane. The electron beam was longitudinally polarized with energies of 1.2, 2.4 and 3.6 GeV and an average current of 12 µA (CW). The helicity of the beam was flipped at a rate of 30 Hz (for other experiments requiring a polarized electron beam) and data from the two helicity states were summed for this analysis.
The polarized target used in this experiment was a 40 cm-long aluminosilicate glass cell filled with 3 He gas at a density of 10.9 amg. A small quantity of N 2 gas, ∼ 0.1 amg, was also included to aid in the polarization process. The target was polarized through spin-exchange optical pumping of a Rb-K mixture [16] . In order to reduce the systematic uncertainty, the direction of the target polarization vector was reversed every 20 minutes using adiabatic fast passage. The polarization was monitored during each spin-flip using nuclear magnetic resonance. Electron paramagnetic resonance measurements were periodically made throughout the experiment in order to calibrate the polarization [17] . The average in-beam target polarization was (51.4±2.9)%.
The electron beam was rastered in a 3 mm × 3 mm pattern to reduce the possibility of cell rupture due to localized heating of the thin glass windows. Electrons scattered from the target were detected using the two Hall A high resolution spectrometers (HRSes) [18] at scattering angles of ±17
• with respect to the incident beam direction. Both spectrometers were configured to detect electrons in single-arm mode using nearly identical detector packages, each consisting of two dual-plane vertical drift chambers for tracking, two planes of segmented plastic scintillator for trigger formation, and CO 2 gas Cherenkov and Pb-glass electromagnetic calorimeter detectors for hadron rejection. The data acquisition systems for the spectrometers were synchronized to allow cross-checking of the results. By simultaneously measuring with two independent spectrometers, we confirmed that the measured asymmetries were consistent in magnitude, with opposite signs, as expected.
Consistent with Ref. [2] , the lepton scattering plane is defined by the incoming and outgoing electron momenta, k and k , respectively, as in Figure 2 . If the target spin is parallel toŷ, we define it as spin up (↑), while the target spin is anti-parallel toŷ is defined as spin down (↓).
FIG. 2. Coordinate system used to define AUT (φS).
The electron yields, Y ↑(↓) , give the number of electrons (N ↑(↓) ) in the target spin-up (spin-down) state that pass all the particle-identification cuts, normalized by accumulated charge (Q ↑(↓) ) and data-acquisition live-time (LT ↑(↓) ):
The raw experimental asymmetries were calculated as
and were corrected for nitrogen dilution and target polarization. The nitrogen dilution factor is defined as
where ρ i and σ i are the number densities and unpolarized cross sections, respectively. The nitrogen density was measured when filling the target cell and the cross-section was determined experimentally by electrons scattering from a reference cell filled with a known quantity of N 2 . The denominator was obtained from the polarized target cell yields.
The final asymmetries were obtained after subtraction of the elastic radiative tail contribution, radiative corrections of the quasi-elastic asymmetries and corrections for bin-averaging effects. The contribution of the elastic radiative tail to the lowest Q 2 point was 3%, and was negligible for the two larger Q 2 points. Results for A 3 He y are shown in Fig. 3 and listed in Table I . The uncertainties on the data points are statistical, with the total experimental systematic uncertainty indicated as an error band below the data points. The systematic uncertainty in A 3 He y includes contributions from the live-time asymmetry, target polarization, target misalignment, nitrogen dilution and radiative corrections. The dominant contribution to the systematic uncertainty at the two largest Q 2 points is the uncertainty in the target polarization, ±5.6% (rel.). At the two largest Q 2 points, the results from the left and right HRS agree to < 1σ (stat.). At the lowest Q 2 point the results differ by ∼ 2σ (stat.), which we included in the systematic uncertainty. Polarized 3 He targets have been used in many experiments as an effective polarized neutron target [13, 14] . The ground state of the 3 He nucleus is dominated by the S-state in which the two proton spins are anti-parallel, and the nuclear spin is carried by the neutron [15] . From the polarized 3 He asymmetries, the neutron asymmetries, A n y , were extracted using the effective neutron polarization approximation [19] ,
where the proton dilution factors, f p , were calculated using the Kelly parametrizations for G [26] , and at Q 2 = 0.97 GeV 2 , the GPD calculation of Chen et al. [1] is shown by the short solid line.
At the lowest two Q 2 points, where nuclear effects may be important, a calculation was also made by A. Deltuva [21] [22] [23] [24] using a non-relativistic model of the 3 He nucleus based on the CD-Bonn potential. Results extracted using the Kelly and Deltuva methods are consistent.
The effective neutron and proton polarizations in 3 He are given by P n =0.86
+0.036
−0.02 and P p =-0.028
+0.009
−0.004 [25] , respectively. The proton asymmetries, A p y , were predicted to be 0.01%, 0.24% and 0.62% for Q 2 = 0.13, 0.46 and 0.97 GeV 2 , respectively, using an estimate of the elastic intermediate state contribution in lieu of precision data [26] . The contribution from A p y is suppressed by the small effective proton polarization in polarized 3 He. The neutron single-spin asymmetries calculated using Eq. (7) are shown in Fig. 4 and listed in Table I along with values for f n .
In summary, we have reported the first measurement of the target single-spin asymmetries, A y , from quasi-elastic (e, e ) scattering from a 3 He target polarized normal to the electron scattering plane. This measurement demonstrates, for the first time, that the 3 He asymmetries are clearly non-zero and negative with a statistical significance of (8 − 10)σ. Neutron asymmetries were extracted using the effective neutron polarization approximation and are also clearly non-zero and negative. The results are inconsistent with an estimate where only the elastic intermediate state is included [26] 
